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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a method using skip
graphs to delivery sensor data streams with heterogeneous
delivery cycles. Currently skip graphs have been proposed as
one of structured overlay networks that construct links among
nodes based on a specific rule. The proposed method sorts
nodes by their delivery cycles and constructs delivery paths
based on skip graphs. We confirmed in simulation that our
proposed method can delivery sensor data with heterogeneous
cycles using skip graphs to distribute the load of source node.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) means that objects such as
computing devices, electrical appliances and sensors connect
to the Internet and interact each other to collaborate and
realize various intelligent services. Especially sensors have
an important role in the IoT, and the sensors generate
observed data periodically. The continuous periodical data
generated by the sensors is called ‘sensor data stream.’ In
the IoT services, a huge amount of sensor data streams are
required to deliveried to appropriate destinations such as
users and processes. As for this sensor data stream delivery,
the destinations are possible to require different delivery
cycles for the same sensor data stream based on various
reasons such as a performance of the receiver, network
environments and applications. In the case where a live
video of a solar eclipse taken from a camera is delivered,
for example, the video is delivered at 30 fps to personal
computer users connected to the Internet through a wire and
is delivered at 10 fps to personal computer users connected
to the Internet through a 3G channel while moving.

It is general in sensor data stream delivery that sensor data
gained by one sensor is shared by a large number of users.
Currently, various P2P-based techniques for dispersing the
communication load of the deliverer (source) have been
studied in the data streaming [1]–[9]. In these researches, in
the case where the same sensor data stream is delivered to a
number of terminals (destinations), the communication load

of the source is dispersed by what the destinations send the
received data to other destinations. When the delivery cycle
is different, the sensor data stream whose delivery cycle is
a common divisor of required cycles can be delivered to all
of the destinations if the delivery cycles are in a multiple
relationship or can be approximated as having a multiple
relationship. However, the destinations receive redundant
data which are not included to the times of each required
cycle.

We have proposed P2P-based methods to construct scal-
able and efficient sensor data stream system that accommo-
dates different delivery cycles by distributing communication
loads of the nodes [10]. In the existing methods, destinations
having a long delivery cycle relay the sensor data stream to
other destinations so that the load of the source is dispersed.

Currently skip graphs have been proposed as one of struc-
tured overlay networks that construct links among nodes
based on a specific rule [11]. In this paper, we propose a
method using skip graphs to delivery sensor data streams
with heterogeneous delivery cycles. The proposed method
sorts nodes by their delivery cycles and constructs delivery
paths based on skip graphs. We discuss two approaches that
sort in ascending order and descending order.

II. ADDRESSED PROBLEMS

A. Assumed Environment

The purpose of the present study is to disperse the
communication load in the sensor stream deliveries having
different delivery cycles. The source nodes have sensors
so as to gain sensor data periodically. The destination
node which wants to receive sensor data searches for the
corresponding source node and requires a sensor data stream
having a delivery cycle that is desired to be received. Upon
reception of the query from the destination node, the source
node determines the delivery path from the sensor data
stream being delivered. The queries are received during
delivery, and whenever a query is received, the delivery path



Figure 1: An example of input setting

Table I: An example of the sensor data delivery

Time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ...
D1 (Cycle=1) ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ...
D2 (Cycle=2) ◦ ◦ ◦ ...
D3 (Cycle=2) ◦ ◦ ◦ ...
D4 (Cycle=3) ◦ ◦ ...

is changed. The sensor data stream is delivered along the
determined path, and when a destination node sends a sensor
data stream to another destination node, a query is received
by the destination node to which the sensor data stream is
to be sent. The delivery path changes whenever the source
node receives a query for delivering a sensor data stream.

B. Input Setting

The source node of sensor data is S and N destination
nodes are Di (i = 1, · · · , N ). In addition, the delivery cycle
of S is C0 and the delivery cycle required by Di is Ci. The
sensor data that has not been gained by the source node
cannot be delivered, and therefore, Ci is a multiple of C0,
which can be represented by Ci = njC0 using a certain
integer nj (= 1, 2, · · · ).

In Figure 1, each node indicates a source node and
the branches indicate delivery paths for the sensor data
streams. Concretely, they indicate communication links in
an application layer. The branches are indicated by dotted
lines because there is a possibility that the branches may
not deliver a sensor data stream depending on the delivery
method. The source node S is at the top and the four
destination nodes D1, · · · , D4 (N = 4) are at the bottom.
The figure in the vicinity of each destination node indicates
the delivery cycle, and C0 = 1, C1 = 1, C2 = 2, C3 = 2
and C4 = 3. This corresponds to the case where a live
camera acquires an image once every second, and D1 views
the image once every second, D2 and D3 view the image
once every two seconds, and D4 views the image once every
three seconds, for example. Table I shows the delivery cycle
of each destination node and the sensor data to be received
in the example in Figure 1.

C. Objective Function

The communication load of S is L0 and the communica-
tion load of Di is Li. The communication load SL of the
entirety of the system is given by the following equation:

SL =
N∑
i=0

Li (1)

In addition, the following fairness index (FI) is often used
as an index for load dispersion:

FI =

(∑N
i=0 Li

)2

N
∑N

i=0 L
2
i

(2)

where 0 ≤ FI ≤ 1, and when FI = 1, L0 = · · · = LN . It
is indicated that the closer FI is to 1, the more the load is
dispersed.

Another purpose of the present study is to disperse the
communication load to the destination nodes while suppress-
ing the communication load of the entirety of the system.
Therefore, the objective function is SL and 1− FI , and the
delivery path is determined to make these values minimum.
In the present problem, the received sensor data stream can
be sent to another destination node, and each destination
node determines the sensor data to be sent.

D. Definition of Load

The communication load of the source node and the
destination nodes is given as the total of the load due to the
reception of the sensor data stream and the load due to the
transmission. The communication load due to the reception
is referred to as the reception load, the reception load of Di

is Ii and the reception load of S is I0. The communication
load due to the transmission is referred to as the transmission
load, the transmission load of Di is Oi and the transmission
load of S is O0.

In many cases, the reception load and the transmission
load are proportional to the number of sensor data pieces per
unit hour of the sensor data stream to be sent and received.
The number of pieces of sensor data per unit hour of the
sensor data stream that is to be delivered by Dp to Dq (q ̸=
p; p, q = 1, · · · , N ) is R(p, q), and the number delivered by
S to Dq is R(0, q).

In the present study, the load with which one piece
of sensor data can be received and sent per unit hour is
normalized to 1, and the communication load Lr of Dr is
given in the following equations:

Lr = Ir +Or (3)

Ir = α
N∑
i=0

R(i, r) (4)

Or = β
N∑
i=0

R(r, i) (5)



Figure 2: A case of delivering the sensor data stream directly
from the source node

Figure 3: An example of LCF method

where α and β are loads with which one piece of sensor
data is received and sent, respectively.

Figure 2 shows a case where α = β and the sensor data
is delivered directly from the source node in the example
in Figure 1. We call this method SD (Server Direct). The
figures in the vicinity of the branches are the number of
sensor data pieces per unit hour of the sensor data stream. In
this example, the sensor data stream is delivered only from
the server, and therefore, R(0, q) = 1/Cq and R(p, q) = 0.
Thus, R(0, 1) = 1, R(0, 2) = 1/2, R(0, 3) = 1/2, and
R(0, 3) = 1/3. The load at each end is L0 = R(1, 0) +
R(2, 0)+R(3, 0)+R(4, 0)+R(0, 1)+R(0, 2)+R(0, 3)+
R(0, 4) = R(0, 1) + R(0, 2) + R(0, 3) + R(0, 4) = 2.33,
L1 = 1.00, L2 = 0.500, L3 = 0.500, and L4 = 0.333. In
this case, SL = 4.667 and FI = 0.617. On the other hand,
we have proposed P2P-based methods to construct scalable
and efficient sensor data stream system that accommo-
dates different delivery cycles by distributing communication
loads of the nodes [10]. In the existing methods, destinations
having a long delivery cycle relay the sensor data stream to
other destinations so that the load of the source is dispersed.
Figure 3 shows an example of the existing method called
LCF (Longest Cycle First). In this case, SL = 4.667 and
FI = 0.992, and thus, the load is dispersed without changing
the load of the entirety of the system as compared to the case
of Fig. 2.
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Figure 4: Skip graphs

III. PROPOSED METHOD USING SKIP GRAPHS

In this paper, we propose a method using skip graphs
to delivery sensor data streams with heterogeneous delivery
cycles.

A. Idea

Skip graphs have been proposed as one of structured
overlay networks that construct links among nodes based on
a specific rule [11]. Skip graphs are an application of skip
lists to a P2P model. Figure 4 shows an example of skip
graphs. In Fig. 4, squares show entries on routing tables of
peers (nodes). The numbers inside the squares show keys of
peers, and peers are ordered by the key values. The numbers
below entries are called “membership vector.” Each peer has
a membership vector and construct hierarchical lists with
other peers based on a membership vector. The average
number of hops to search peers based on a key is log n in
skip graphs while n denotes the number of peers. Currently
many researchs exist to enhance the skip graphsas [12]–[14].

In this paper, we propose a method using hierarchical links
of skip graphs to delivery sensor data streams with hetero-
geneous delivery cycles. The proposed method sorts nodes
by their delivery cycles as keys and constructs hierarchical
links based on skip graphs. The delivered nodes at each time
are searched by cycles as keys. In this paper, we discuss two
approaches that sort keys in ascending order and descending
order.

B. Construction of delivery paths

1) Delivery from the shorter nodes: Figure 5 shows
delivery paths in the case where one of the shortest cycle
nodes receives sensor data from the source node first and
each node sends the sensor data to the same or longer cycle
nodes. In Fig. 5, selectable delivery cycles are 1, 2 and 3.
Delivery cycle 1 and 3 have four nodes individually, and
delivery cycle 2 has eight nodes. Since the least common
multiple of the delivery cycles is six, the delivery paths
are from time 1 to 6. Circles in Fig 5 show nodes. In
this approach, each node constructs a hierarchical routing
table based on skip graphs in ascending order. The key is



Figure 5: An example of delivery from the shorter cycle
nodes

the selected delivery cycle. We call this approach SCF-SG
(Shortest Cycle First on Skip Graphs).

In Fig. 5, one of the nodes in cycle 1 receives sensor
data from the source node first at each time. After that,
the sensor data are sent to the same or longer cycle nodes
recursively based on skip graphs. Sending or receiving nodes
are different at each time, and all nodes receive sensor data
at time 6.

2) Delivery from the longer nodes: Figure 6 shows deliv-
ery paths in the case where one of the longest cycle nodes
receives sensor data from the source node first and each node
sends the sensor data to the same or shorter cycle nodes. In
Fig. 6, selectable delivery cycles and the number of nodes
are same to Fig. 5. In this approach, each node constructs a
hierarchical routing table based on skip graphs in descending
order. We call this approach LCF-SG (Longest Cycle First
on Skip Graphs).

In Fig. 6, one of the nodes in cycle 3 receives sensor data
from the source node first at each time. After that, the sensor
data are sent to the same or shorter cycle nodes recursively
based on skip graphs.

Figure 6: An example of delivery from the longer cycle
nodes

IV. EVALUATION

We evaluate the proposed method using Skip Graph by
simulation.

A. Simulation Environment

The simulation environment is the same as the environ-
ment in Fig. 6. The number of source nodes is 1, and the
number of destination nodes is 16. About the delivery cycles
selected by each destination node, four nodes select cycle 1,
another eight nodes select cycle 2 and the rest four nodes
select cycle 3. The simulation time is from one to six, which
is the least common multiple of the selected delivery cycles.

As comparison methods for the proposed SCF-SG method
and LCF-SG method, we use SD method, SCF method and
LCF method described in Section II.

B. Simulation Results

Figure 7 shows the total loads of a source node and
destination nodes. In SD method, SCF method and LCF
method, sensor data are sent only to the related nodes on
each time. Therefore, the total loads in SD method, SCF
method and LCF method show the value in the lowest
case. On the other hand, in SCF-SG method and LCF-SG



Figure 7: System total loads

Figure 8: Maximum load of node

method, nodes are probable to relay any sensor data to other
nodes via skip graphs. Therefore, the total loads in SCF-SG
method and LCF-SG method are higher than the value on
SD method, SCF method or LCF method. However, this
increase of the total loads seems to be solved by changing
the priority of the relay nodes based on those relations to
each time.

Figure 8 shows the maximum load of node from time 1
to 6. In SD method, the load of the source node is the
maximum value since the source node sends sensor data to
all destination nodes. On the other hand, SCF method, LCF
method, SCF-SG method and LCF-SG method can reduce
the maximum load of node since destination nodes relay
sensor data from the source node to other destination nodes.
In addition, in SCF-SG method and LCF-SG method, some
nodes send many sensor data such as the leftmost node in
Fig. 5 or 6. However, this imbalance seems to be reduced by
determining the order of nodes among same cycle at random.

Figure 9 shows the maximum instantaneous load of node
from time 1 to 6. The maximum instantaneous load is the
maximum load for each node and time. Similar to Fig. 8,
in SD method, the load of the source node at time 6 is
the maximum value since all cycles relate to time 6 and
the source node sends sensor data to all destination nodes
at time 6. Also SCF method, LCF method, SCF-SG method

Figure 9: Maximum instantaneous load of node

Figure 10: Fairness Index

can LCF-SG method can reduce the maximum instantaneous
load like Fig. 8.

Figure 10 shows FI among loads of each node from
time 1 to 6. FI in SD method is the lowest since the load
of the source node is extremely high, described above. On
the other hand, FI in SCF method, LCF method, SCF-SG
and LCF-SG method are high since the load of the source
node is distributed to other nodes. Similar to Fig. 8, FI in
SCF-SG method and LCF-method are lower than FI in SCF
method and LCF method. However, FI in SCF-SG method
and LCF-method seems to be increased by determining the
order of nodes among same cycle at random.

Figure 11 shows the maximum number of hops of sensor
data from time 1 to 6. The number of hops in SD method
is always one since the source node sends sensor data to all
destination nodes. The maximum numbers of hops in SCF
method and LCF method depend on the number of nodes
that has same cycles since sensor data are relayed among
same cycle nodes. The maximum numbers of hops in SCF-
SG method and LCF-SG method depend on the number of
nodes, and the average number of hops to a specific node
is log n by skip graphs. Therefore, the maximum numbers
of hops in SCF-SG method and LCF-SG method are lower
than the maximum number hops in SCF method and LCF
method.



Figure 11: Maximum number of hops

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a method using skip graphs
to delivery sensor data streams with heterogeneous delivery
cycles. The proposed method sorts nodes by their delivery
cycles and constructs delivery paths based on skip graphs.
We discussed two approaches that sort in ascending order
and descending order. In addition, we confirmed in simula-
tion that our proposed method can delivery sensor data with
heterogeneous cycles using skip graphs to distribute the load
of source node.

In the future, we plan to evaluate the proposed method in
various environments.
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